
Dribbling                                                         
Activities   

King of the Ring    
Area 10x10 yards 

Players have 1 ball each and try to kick everyone else’s 

out of the area  

When a players ball gets kicked out they can come 

straight back in if they can get to it before it stops rolling 

Otherwise they go to the hospital and perform 10 ball 

touches and then come back in 

 

Variations  

When the player gets kicked out they go to another area 

and try to stay in that one 

 

Progression 1 

Have defender/s ready to come in and kick out the balls  

 

Progression 2  

Make the area smaller   
Progression 1 

Hospital  



Dribbling 

Area 30x20                                                                                                

The object of the game is to reach the opposite side without the 

referee seeing you. Each player has a ball and together they ask 

the referee (coach)  

HOW LONG”S LEFT REF? 

The coach says a number and that is how many seconds the 

players have before the coach turns around.  

If the coach sees anyone moving they are sent back to the start. 

The winning player gets to be the referee  

 

Progression  

The coach can call  

Injury Time – the players must fake an injury or go back to the start  

Score- The players must celebrate a goal that has been scored  

How Long Left Ref? 

 (red light, green light)  
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Dribbling                                                             
Activities   

Area 30x40 with randomly placed  3 yard 

houses and an island in the middle  

 

Players have 1 ball each and are challenged 

by the coach to go into the island, collect 

fruit and then return to a house  

Players now try to get across Soccer island with a monster  

inside. Monsters cant leave the island. If players soccer  

balls are caught by monsters they change places with a  

monster  
 
1.Add more monsters  
2.Add monsters outside of the island players can be safe in  
houses 
3.Take away the safe houses 
 

Monster madness 



Dribbling  
 Activities   

Pacman   

Area 30 x15 (game field ) 

1 ball per player and enough pinnies for 1 each   

 

The game starts with 2 pacmen in pinnies  

The objective is for the pacmen to pass the ball and  

hit the non pacmen below the knees with the ball.  

 

When a player is hit with the ball they put on a pinnie and  

Join the pacmen team  

Make the area smaller  

 

 

 

 


